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Reformers on Sorcery and Superstition

Michael D. Bailey

Calls for reform and renewal were nearly universal across Western Europe in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.1 While reverberating through much of Christian society, these
calls were especially intense within late medieval religious orders.2 Also during these two
centuries, concern over superstition and sorcery escalated across Western Christendom,
particularly among certain ecclesiastical authorities who eventually began to articulate still-fluid
but coalescing stereotypes of diabolical witchcraft. These paired developments share some
intriguing similarities. While both issues generated heightened levels of energy and anxiety in
the late medieval period, neither entailed basic concerns that were entirely new. The idea of
ecclesiastical reform had been prevalent in Christian thought practically from the beginning of
the church itself, developing powerfully in the patristic era, and emerging as an ever-present
concern from the time of the Gregorian reform in the eleventh century onwards.3 In the late
Middle Ages, however, ecclesiastical authorities deployed traditional rhetoric with a new
intensity and in new contexts. For example, James Mixson has shown how age-old concerns
about Christian poverty and propertied religious orders meshed with new social and economic
realities especially in the post-plague West.4 Likewise a dialectic of proper Christian religion
opposed to superstition extended back to the time of the early church fathers, as did clerical
condemnation of all forms of sorcery as inevitably demonic, but such trends gathered new force
in the late medieval period, culminating in the fifteenth century with notions of diabolical,
conspiratorial witchcraft and Europe’s earliest major witch hunts.5 Scholarship has also
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fashioned another similarity, here purely historiographical, between reformist concerns and
increasing anxiety about superstition and diabolical sorcery in the 1300s and 1400s, insofar as it
has frequently characterized important late medieval developments in both areas as mere
preludes to the great convulsions of the 1500s and 1600s: Reformations both Protestant and
Catholic, and the period of Europe’s most out-of-control witch hunts.6
The overshadowing importance of sixteenth and seventeenth century developments in
terms of both reform and renewal, on one hand, and sorcery and superstition, on the other, is in
the broadest sense undeniable. Nevertheless, late medieval developments demand to be
understood on their own terms. Here I want to set these two trends in relation to one another as
contemporary developments, rather than reading them in light of their well-known historical
outcomes, to see how such a comparison might enrich our understanding of fourteenth- and
especially fifteenth-century religious culture. My contention is that the particular drive for
reform that emerged in this era often interacted with and (at points) reinforced specific concerns
over superstition and diabolical sorcery that many authorities now perceived as infecting
Christian society. I do not argue for any necessary causality. By no means were all religious
reformers aggressive opponents of witchcraft, and likewise one could certainly detest
superstition and sorcery without being an active proponent of ecclesiastical reform. Such
preoccupations did, however, overlap in important ways. In order to give some contours to this
claim, I will first chart key examples of that overlap through a simple prosopography of church
reformers who also engaged with issues of superstition and sorcery. I will then explore the
connections between these areas of concern more deeply through case studies of two figures,
Bernardino of Siena and Johannes Nider, who were both leaders within the observant movements
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of their respective religious orders and prominent opponents of witchcraft in the early fifteenth
century.

A Prosopography of Reformers Addressing Superstition and Sorcery

A number of men who preached, wrote, or otherwise worked for religious reform in the
late medieval period also engaged with issues of superstition, sorcery, and witchcraft. Or to
approach the matter from the opposite angle, when we examine the full careers of religious and
intellectual authorities who expounded against superstition and sorcery, we often find them
involved in various reformist efforts as well.7 No sharp divide separated regular from secular
clergy on these points. Although a number of prominent fifteenth-century witch-hunters came
from the Dominican order, for example, this was primarily due to their activities as inquisitors.
There was no special rhetoric of opposition to diabolical sorcery within religious orders, and
such ideas circulated just as easily outside of them.8 Likewise studies of religious reform have
increasingly revealed that these movements drew from larger historical dynamics in no way
limited to the orders themselves. In many cases, the impetus for a stricter observance within
religious orders came from intellectuals among the secular clergy.9
We may begin our survey, therefore, with one of the most influential proponents of
reform in this period among the secular clergy, Heinrich of Langenstein. Educated at the
University of Paris, he was forced to leave that institution as a consequence of the papal schism,
eventually settling at the University of Vienna in 1384. There he worked to establish the
university’s theological faculty, along with what scholars have since identified as a distinct
“Vienna school” of practical, reform-minded theology. Regarding the schism, Heinrich was an
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early advocate of resolving it through a general church council, which would also address other
abuses and undertake other reforms within the church.10 He also promoted reform among the
regular clergy, articulating a call for stricter observance of their ordained lifestyle in a sermon
addressed to the Augustinian canons at Klosterneuburg just outside Vienna shortly after he
arrived in the Austrian capital.11 Already by this time he had established himself as a critic of a
certain kind of superstition, namely astrological divination, which he had found gaining
considerable credence at the French court before he had departed Paris.12
One of Heinrich’s successors at the University of Paris (and ultimately the chancellor of
the university before he was elevated still further to become a cardinal of the church), Pierre
d’Ailly, was also a powerful critic of astrological superstition. Astrology was widely regarded as
a legitimate science in the later Middle Ages, having garnered the support of such intellectual
luminaries as Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon in the thirteenth century, and aspects of the art
continued to be held in high esteem in court and university circles throughout the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Writing in the early 1400s, d’Ailly himself was actually quite an astrophile,
touting the potential of legitimate astrology to help chart a course through the continuing
dilemma of the papal schism. Briefly put, against those who saw the schism as heralding the
advent of the apocalypse and who therefore argued for a sort of resigned quiescence, he used the
predictive potential of astrology to demonstrate that the world was, in fact, nowhere near its
appointed end, and thus ecclesiastical leaders could and should work to resolve the schism and
restore the church to a healthy state.13 Like Heinrich of Langenstein, d’Ailly favored the
conciliar approach to ending the schism, and he played a prominent role in the reforming Council
of Constance that eventually did so.14 Like all medieval advocates of astrology, however, he also
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had to recognize some corrupt and illegitimate usages of the astral arts, including many varieties
of illicit divination, which he defined as superstitions.15
Another important leader at the Council of Constance and a very powerful voice for
church reform was d’Ailly’s former pupil Jean Gerson.16 He was also a major critic of sorcery,
divination, and magical practices. He initially pronounced against “superstition, sorcery, and
foolish belief” in a sermon delivered in 1391, and in 1402 he completed his first significant tract
on this subject, On Errors Concerning the Magic Art (De erroribus circa artem magicam).17 He
continued to write on such themes until the end of his life in 1429, ultimately producing a halfdozen other tracts to complement On Errors. In these he addressed such diverse topics as
astrological divination, the healing power of astral talismans, superstitions pertaining to special
observances of certain days and times, and superstitious beliefs and practices that had accrued
around the performance of the Mass.18 While Gerson followed his master d’Ailly in regarding
astrology as in essence a legitimate science, he was far more dubious about the legitimate
potential of astrological predictions than his mentor, and far more worried about the dangers of
illicit corruptions and evident superstitions. Upon being sent a copy of Gerson’s skeptical
Trilogium of Theological Astrology (Trilogium astrologiae theologizatae) in 1419, d’Ailly
cautioned his former pupil that, just as there were some “superstitious astrologers” who engaged
in improper practices, so there were also “superstitious theologians” who condemned astrology
far too severely and needed to restrain themselves.19 Gerson, however, did not relent.
Beyond elite astrological divination, Gerson also castigated many decidedly humble
kinds of superstition: the simple spells and healing charms that ordinary laypeople typically
employed, and the commonplace omens that they observed. Significantly, especially in light of
the highly gendered notion of diabolical witchcraft that was to develop in the fifteenth century,
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he associated superstitious practices particularly with uneducated women on several occasions.20
In his very first sermon on the topic in 1391 he mentioned “old female sorcerers” (vielles
sorcières), and he did so again in On Errors Concerning the Magic Art (here in Latin as vetulae
sortilegae).21 In a later tract criticizing common superstitions, he made sure to label these women
in both Latin and the French vernacular as “vetulae sortilegae, gallice vieilles sorcières,” so
audiences at all levels would get his meaning (one assumes Gerson envisioned his writings being
used, in part, as the basis for preaching or other means of instructing the laity).22
While Jean Gerson was active in Paris in the early 1400s, two hundred miles to the east
the theologian Nikolaus Magni of Jauer (now Jawor, in Polish Silesia) arrived at the University
of Heildelberg. Like Gerson, he too attended the Council of Constance when it convened to
resolve the papal schism, and he engaged there in broader debates about church reform,
especially the reform of parish clergy. He also pressed for reform at various episcopal synods in
Germany, stressing especially the need for parish clergy to provide proper pastoral care.23 A
decade before Constance, in 1405, he had already written a long treatise On Superstitions (De
superstitionibus) that survives in more than 150 known manuscript copies, testifying to its
popularity in the fifteenth century (curiously, however, unlike many other important late
medieval works this treatise never found its way into print).24 Other Central European
theologians with reformist interests who addressed issues of superstition, magic, and the
maleficent capabilities of demons in the early fifteenth century include Nikolaus of Jauer’s
Heidelberg colleague Johannes of Frankfurt and the Vienna theologian Thomas Ebendorfer.25 In
addition to these theologians, around the middle of the century, the Zurich canon Felix Hemmerli
wrote several short tracts on the power of spells, charms, blessings, and exorcisms. He too had
attended the Council of Constance, and from 1432 until 1435 he attended the Council of Basel as
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well. His exposure to impulses of church reform there led him to advocate for practical reforms
in his own church in Zurich, and to write about matters of reform in the church as a whole.26
Also working for church reform in the western arc of the Alps in the middle of the
fifteenth century was Giorgio of Saluzzo (also known as Georges of Saluces). He was bishop of
Aosta in the duchy of Savoy from 1433 until 1440, and then bishop of Lausanne from 1440 until
his death in 1461. In both diocese, he promoted reform, and his reforming zeal helped to
motivate his strong opposition to heresy, especially that of the Waldensians (or vaudois), and
ultimately to witches whom he suspected were infesting his lands (also termed vaudois in
Francophone regions).27 He played a key role in instigating some of the earliest witch hunts in
Western Europe, which were centered in lands ringing the Western Alps.28 In particular he
appointed and worked closely with the Franciscan inquisitor Ponce Feugeyron, who probably
wrote one of the most graphic early descriptions of diabolical witchcraft and witches’ sabbaths,
the Errors of the Gazarii (Errores Gazariorum, another generic term for heretics that became
associated with witches).29 Certainly that document appears to have been written by an inquisitor
in the later 1430s in the region of Aosta.
Also important to consider as a possible nexus of reforming zeal and concern over
superstition and witchcraft is the great church council that met not far north of the Alps in the
second quarter of the fifteenth century. Like the Council of Constance before it, the Council of
Basle (1431-1449) was a great engine of church reform and a great meeting-place for leading
religious reformers.30 It was also surely a clearinghouse for ideas about sorcery, superstition, and
newly emerging stereotypes of diabolical witchcraft. For example, a version of the Errors of the
Gazarii appears to have circulated at Basel. While church reform was formally part of the
council’s agenda, however, and so reformist discussions and debates appear in its official
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records, conciliar sources are silent on issues of sorcery, superstition, and witchcraft. Much
evidence suggests that like-minded men came together and discussed these topics informally
while they were in Basel, but we have no way of knowing exactly how (or if) they saw these
matters relating to the other issues with which they engaged while at the council.31
While many churchmen who wrote or preached against sorcery and superstition in the
fifteenth century also engaged with general currents of church reform, such as dominated the
great ecclesiastical councils of Constance and Basel, still others had more explicit ties to
varieties of Observant reform. The Vienna theologian Nikolaus of Dinkelsbühl, for example,
although not a monk himself, played a major role in promoting the reform of Benedictine
monasteries in Austrian lands. A leading faculty member of the University of Vienna and loyal
servant of Duke Albrecht V, Nikolaus was also a prominent figure at the Council of Constance.
While there, he wrote a brief treatise on the Method of Reform (Reformationis methodus) to be
used in monastic houses. In 1418, as the council was winding down, the newly elected pope
Martin V granted Duke Albrecht a license to conduct visitations and to enact reforms in
Benedictine and Augustinian houses in his domain. The reforming effort began with the great
Benedictine monastery at Melk, which then, of course, became a leading light of Benedictine
observance in Central Europe.32 Following the example of his teacher Heinrich of Langenstein,
Nikolaus was also deeply interested in pastoral and moral reform, and he was one of the most
important members of the Vienna school of theologians promoting rejuvenation and renewal of
that sort. In this capacity, he addressed himself to the issue of superstition in a series of sermons
on the Decalogue (superstition being treated as a form of idolatry and so a violation of the First
Commandment). He assembled these sermons into an influential treatise On the Commandments
of the Decalogue (De preceptis decalogi) in 1423.33
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Among religious clergy who promoted reform both within their own orders and beyond
them, and who also addressed sorcery and superstition, we find around the middle of the
fifteenth century two influential Carthusians.34 In 1452 Jakob of Paradise penned a treatise On
the Power of Demons (De potestate demonum). He had become a Carthusian in Erfurt a decade
earlier, in the early 1440s. Prior to that, he had been a Cistercian in the monastery of Paradise at
Meseritz (Międzyrzecz), in the diocese of Posen. There he had helped direct the reform of the
Cistercian order in Poland, and he continued to work for monastic reform even after he moved to
the more restrictive Carthusian order. Here his influence manifested less through direct
leadership of any one reformist movement than through the intellectual guidance he was able to
provide, which extended well beyond his own order. Ultimately his writings on religious reform
proved very popular among a number of observant orders and congregations.35 An even more
prolific and influential figure was Denys the Carthusian, who spent most of his career in the
monastery at Roermond in his native Limburg. He wrote a short work Against the Vices of
Superstitions (Contra vitia superstitionum) probably sometime in the 1450s, and early lists of his
works also show a treatise Against Magic Arts and Errors of Waldensians (Contra artes magicas
et errores waldensium), although no copies of this work are known to have survived.36 He also
wrote on many aspects of individual and monastic reform, and even played an active role in such
efforts when he accompanied Nikolaus of Cusa on his reforming legation through Germany and
the Low Countries.37
Moving to the mendicant orders, we find a number of highly placed observant leaders
also deeply engaged with issues of superstition and sorcery. Perhaps the greatest figure in the
history of the late medieval Franciscan observant movement was Bernardino of Siena.38 He rose
through the ranks of the order to become vicar general, and only six years after his death in 1444
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he became the first Observant Franciscan to be sainted. Aside from guiding the Franciscan
reform, he also directed his moral zeal against what he perceived to be the intolerable corruptions
of superstition, sorcery, and witchcraft (as well as sodomy and Jewish usury) in impassioned
sermons preached across his native northern Italy.39 Other leading Italian Observants including
Giovanni of Capistrano, Giacomo of the Marches, and Roberto Caracciolo of Lecce addressed
similar themes in their preaching as well.40 At the end of the fifteenth century, the observant
Bernardino Busti included an important sermon on superstition in his collection the Rosary of
Sermons (Rosarium sermonum).41
The Dominican order yields similar examples. Johannes Nider was a leading observant
within the Order of Preachers in the early fifteenth century, reforming several houses and
ultimately becoming vicar general of the Dominican province of Teutonia. He also played a
major role at the Council of Basel at least in its early years, and he penned several important
treatises on religious reform in general as well as on specific issues such as monastic abstinence
from meat.42 He is better known to history, however, as one of the most important early theorists
of witchcraft, addressing “Witches and their Deceptions” in the highly influential fifth book of
his Anthill (Formicarius), as well as discussing sorcery and superstition in his Decalogue
commentary Preceptor of Divine Law (Preceptorium divine legis).43 Even as Nider was engaged
in Basel, Guido Flamochetti, the reforming prior of the Dominican house at Chambéry, south of
Geneva, played a role in an inquisitorial court that conducted an early witch trial in the Swiss
town of Fribourg in 1430.44 A few decades later, as a particular stereotype of diabolical
witchcraft consolidated in the lands of the western Alps (promoted, it must be said, by both lay
and clerical writers, and within the church by non-reformers as well as reformers), yet another
Dominican, Nicolas Jacquier, helped transmit that stereotype to other regions of Europe. Active
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at the Council of Basel in the 1430s, where he almost surely met Nider, he wrote his Scourge of
Heretic Witches (Flagellum haereticorum fascinariorum) in 1458 while serving as an inquisitor
in the Burgundian Low Countries. A distinct group of observant houses coalesced there in 1464
as the Congregation of Holland (Congregatio Hollandiae), and Jacquier was firmly associated
with the important Congregation house at Lille.45
The Congregation enjoyed strong support from the Burgundian duke Philip the Good,
who encouraged its formation in his northern territories. In addition to supporting the Dominican
reform, however, he and his family were also associated, at least tangentially, with
condemnations of superstition and emerging ideas of witchcraft. From his southern lands in the
Duchy of Burgundy proper, Philip maintained close relations with Duke Amadeus VIII of Savoy,
such that Amadeus’s secretary Martin Le Franc actually dedicated the long vernacular poem The
Defender of Ladies (Le champion des dames), which he wrote while attending the Council of
Basel, to the Burgundian duke. This work included a lengthy debate about witchcraft between
the “Defender” and his “Adversary.”46 Philip’s father, Duke John the Fearless, also had a treatise
concerning magic and superstition dedicated to him: Against Diviners (Contre les devineurs),
composed in 1411 by the Dominican Laurens Pignon, who would go on to become Duke John’s
father-confessor.47
At the very end of the fifteenth century, perhaps the most famous of all medieval
reforming friars, Girolamo Savonarola, led a dramatic religious revival in Florence in the 1490s.
He preached vigorously against all manner of corruptions and vanities, including (like the
Franciscan Bernardino of Siena) usury and sodomy. Savonarola does not appear to have been
much agitated by notions of witchcraft, considering witches to be mainly victims of demonic
deception rather than agents of monstrous evil themselves.48 He was, however, strongly opposed
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to superstitious astrology. In addition to excoriating astrology in sermons, he also wrote a treatise
Against Divinatory Astrology (Contra l’astrologia divinatrice), a vernacular popularization of
his contemporary Giovanni Pico della Mirandola’s Disputations Against Divinatory Astrology
(Disputationes adversus astrologiam divinatricem).49 His hostility to astrology may have been
rooted in his concern that credence given to false astrological predictions would undermine his
own prophetic authority.50
Of course, any discussion of condemnations of sorcery, superstition, and especially
witchcraft emerging from the Dominican order in the fifteenth century must include the
infamous Hammer of Witches (Malleus maleficarum), written in 1486 and indisputably the most
famous treatise on witchcraft of its age (and perhaps of all time). Its Dominican authorship is
unquestioned, but its link to the Dominican observance is far more perilous. One of the men to
whom its authorship is traditionally ascribed, Jakob Sprenger, was an observant leader of the
highest stature, as prior of the reformed house in Cologne, vicar of the observance in the
province of Teutonia, and powerful proponent of the new devotion of the rosary, which was
championed by Dominican reformers.51 Debate rages, however, over whether he contributed
much, if anything, to the actual composition of the Hammer.52 Along with Heinrich Kramer, the
Hammer of Witches’ principal author, Sprenger was an officially appointed papal inquisitor, and
in 1484 he was a co-recipient of Pope Innocent VIII’s famous bull Summis desiderantes
affectibus (Desiring with supreme ardor), which directed church and secular authorities in upper
Germany and the Rhineland to facilitate the efforts of the pope’s two “beloved sons” Kramer and
Sprenger in extirpating the “heretical depravity” of witchcraft from German lands.53 The
complaint that led to the issuance of that bull, however, came from Kramer alone. Furthermore
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there is no evidence that Sprenger ever exercised his inquisitorial office (although he was
involved in some heresy trials in other capacities), let alone that he ever hunted witches.54
The tenuous connection between the Hammer of Witches and the Dominican observance
highlights a problem for researchers trying to map the intellectual landscape of the fifteenth
century. Even with some of the most famous texts from this period, we remain uncertain exactly
who wrote what, or in what contexts. It also highlights an inevitable problem with any purely
prosopographical study of possible connections between concern over witchcraft and
commitment to reform. For although a number of leading figures engaged in religious reform can
be linked to important texts addressing sorcery and superstition, as well as to some early witchhunting activity, no explicit and incontrovertible correspondence between these endeavors ever
emerges from these sources. None of these men wrote directly about how their interest in reform
may have related to their concerns about magic or witchcraft, and certainly there were other
churchmen who did not evince reformist concerns yet who nevertheless decried sorcery and
superstition or hunted witches with varying levels of zeal.55 To further clarify the connections
that this simple survey has begun to suggest, therefore, we must look more deeply into the work
of individual reformers who also addressed issues of superstition and sorcery.

The Fiery Preacher: Bernardino of Siena

In the late summer and early autumn of 1427, the Observant Franciscan Bernardino
Albizzechi delivered a series of forty-five sermons in the central Piazza del Campo of his
hometown of Siena. On Sunday, September 21, he presented what is now certainly the most
intensely studied of these sermons, at least by scholars of witchcraft, in which he dissected the
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evil consequences of three deadly sins: pride, lust, and avarice.56 Within the category of pride, he
first addressed the wickedness of blasphemy against the Lord, and then he warned the Sienese
about the dangers of spells and superstitious prognostications, of professional enchanters, and
above all of diabolical witches whom he was certain lurked in their midst.57 While speaking of
blasphemy, he described what “fearful judgment” might lie in store for the sinful city: it would
be laid waste with fire and fall under the rule of neighboring powers (always the great terror of
the Italian city-states) if the populace did not correct their arrogant ways. He then promised that
God would send similar “scourges” if the Sienese would not also abandon their tolerance for, and
reliance on, “spells and divinations.”58 He accused the assembled citizens of having their palms
read, of carrying parchment talismans with magical formulae written on them, of casting lots, of
using spells to heal themselves when sick or injured, and of rushing to diviners to identify a thief
if they had been robbed of so much as five cents (cinque soldi). Bernardino addressed such
practices in a number of sermons over the course of his career, regularly condemning what he
regarded as superstitious practices intended to heal, protect, or otherwise benefit the user. His
basic message was that such rites always entailed recourse to demons and so endangered one’s
soul.59 On that September day in Siena, he delivered this essential warning in particularly
dramatic fashion.
Bernardino began the section of his sermon directed against magic and witchcraft by first
warning his audience not to use any superstitious spells, charms, or methods of divination
themselves. He also enjoined them not to seek out any of the professional or semi-professional
healers, diviners, and cunning-folk who were prevalent not just in Italy but across Europe in this
era.60 He then blended these injunctions into an account of diabolical, conspiratorial witchcraft –
a stereotype that was only beginning to take shape in the early fifteenth century. He had recently
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preached about witches (streghe) in Rome, he told his Sienese audience. Although his sermons
had initially received a muted reception, ultimately some of his listeners came forward with
accusations, and in the course of the subsequent trials the accused produced some horrific
confessions.61 One woman admitted, supposedly without any torture being applied, that she had
murdered no fewer than thirty young children by sucking their blood. She also claimed that she
had spared another sixty children from such a fate, but each time she did so, she had to offer the
devil the limb of some animal in sacrifice instead. She had even killed her own son, grinding his
corpse into a magical powder that she then used in her vile rites. She did not attest to night-flight
or anything like a full witches’ sabbath, but her testimony pointed to her membership in an
extended diabolical cult when she described how she often went before dawn to the piazza in
front of St. Peter’s. There she and other witches would anoint themselves with herbal unguents
and imagine that they transformed into cats, but in fact this was only a demonic illusion.
Other sources from roughly this time, although situated geographically north of the Alps
and representing a somewhat different stereotype of witchcraft, were also coming to describe
accused witches as slathering either themselves or household implements such as brooms and
staves with unguents, and then imagining that they flew to diabolical assemblies.62 Such
references to imagined flight in the service of a demon drew on the famous canon Episcopi, first
recorded in the early tenth century, which figured centrally in debates about the reality of the
witches’ sabbath in the 1400s and thereafter.63 Bernardino mentioned the canon in his Sienese
sermon, but only to support his assertion that the Roman witches’ transformation into cats was
nothing but an illusion. Otherwise he did not draw upon any of its imagery in his accounts.64
Still, he was at least gesturing toward a notion of witches gathering at diabolical assemblies that
was developing more broadly at this time. Only his description of the Roman witches sucking
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baby’s blood was particularly Italian, reflecting ancient Mediterranean folklore regarding
vampiric striges (which subsequently became a term for witches), although in Bernardino’s
exposition the witches were again deceived when they confessed that they had performed such
atrocities directly. It was actually the devil, also in the assumed form of a cat, who really drained
the blood from sleeping children in these cases.65
Bernardino did not describe these monstrous horrors for their own sake, however, nor
was he really concerned with witchcraft per se within the context of this sermon. He wanted
instead to extend guilt by association, cautioning the unwary citizens of Siena that the seemingly
helpful healers and diviners whom they blithely patronized were in reality foul streghe in the
service of Satan. Beyond even this, he implied that the good citizens brushed up against these
sort of depravities themselves whenever they uttered a simple incantation or carried an amulet or
observed superstitious signs and omens, for all of these practices operated by means of demonic
power and deception. His underlying intention was not just to root out a few sworn agents of the
devil (although if anyone made an accusation as a result of his sermon and the “incense” of burnt
flesh could be offered up to the Lord, that would be a happy result66), but to call for personal
reform among all who packed the Campo to hear him speak. When he finished decrying the
witches of Rome, Bernardino then denounced two other forms of civic corruption associated
with pride that he felt plagued Siena: arrogance and the fracturing of the city into partisan
groups. From the sin of pride he then turned to lust and luxury (lussuria), which he saw
manifesting in such vices as the excessively elegant clothing worn by Siena’s women and
sodomy practiced by some of its men, and to avarice, which above all led to usury and a terrible
reliance on Jewish money-lending.67
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Just as with their fine clothes and quick money available on credit, however, the Sienese
appear very much to have liked their spells and divinations. These practices were validated by
long tradition, and they were believed to serve useful functions. Here we may see a major
conceptual congruence between efforts to promote observant reform and those to quash reliance
on simple spells and superstitions. In both areas, reform-minded authorities had to struggle
against the powerful justifying force of longstanding practice. This struggle is evident in texts
focusing on observant reform, because the observants’ conventual opponents could articulate in
clear and legalistic terms how they believed their practices were sanctioned by approved customs
(consuetudines).68 The common laity had no recourse to such arguments or terminology when
they resorted to some traditional method of healing or mode of divination, but literate clerical
critics frequently noted the difficulty of uprooting deeply ingrained practices. Ironically, these
critics themselves accepted the supposedly ancient and immutable nature of such practices
(which in some cases may in fact have changed significantly over time or been of relatively
recent provenance) because they believed all such superstitions to be inventions of the church’s
eternal foe, Satan.69 They often found it difficult to convince the general laity, however, that rites
on which they had long relied and which could seem both pious and beneficial were actually
tinged with terrible demonic dangers. Certainly they felt compelled to restate that point
perpetually when writing on this subject.70
The fact that religious authorities themselves often had difficulty clearly differentiating
practices that they felt were superstitious from those that they regarded as appropriate or even
laudable only complicated matters.71 They sometimes actively promoted devotional practices
that could appear quite similar, in terms of their operations or effects, to other rites that they
condemned as superstitious. For example, Bernardino recommended in many of his sermons that
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people should use holy water or read verses of scripture to protect themselves from demons, even
as he blasted other means of protection that relied on consecrated sacramental items or the use of
written charms as dangerously superstitious.72 In particular, he promoted the new devotion to the
Holy Name of Jesus, often emblemized by an IHS inscription or tablet. Given the broad powers
that he ascribed to the holy name, such tablets undoubtedly seemed like magical talismans to
many people. Bernardino preached that devotion to Christ’s name would not only confer spiritual
benefits but would also protect one from demons, from thieves and highwaymen, from poisons
and the plague, from shipwreck, or from harm in warfare.73 Many within the church worried that
this new devotion and its promised benefits were excessive, and hence superstitious. In fact,
Bernardino had been in Rome the year before he delivered his sermons in Siena not primarily to
ferret out witches there but to defend himself from an official inquiry into the validity of the
practices he promoted.
The future Franciscan saint obviously found himself vindicated in that investigation, and
he then preached in Rome against superstition and sorcery, quite successfully as he later told the
crowds in Siena. Bernardino had success with this message elsewhere in Italy as well. For
example, he had also preached in the town of Todi in 1426, where he convinced the civic
government to revise their law code in order to introduce harsher penalties against sorcerers and
magicians.74 No records exist of any sorcery trials in Todi when he was there, but two years later
a woman was tried, and records of her case explicitly referenced Bernardino.75 In Siena,
however, he encountered a curious indifference to the most vitriolic part of his message. No
witch trials erupted in the wake of his sermons, even though there is evidence that the populace
took to heart other aspects of his reformist regimen. Bernadette Paton, who has analyzed the
sermon cycle of 1427, makes a convincing argument that the people of Siena, including leading
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religious authorities in the city, were simply not yet ready to accept the essence of Bernardino’s
message that traditional charms and methods of divination encoded terrible demonic danger.
They certainly did not yet accept the various stereotypes, only just developing, of fully diabolic,
conspiratorial witchcraft with which Bernardino sought to cudgel them into rejecting their longheld superstitions. He, on the other hand, was only too ready to accept those new notions because
of his zeal for reform. That is, he saw in the horrors of witchcraft a rhetorical tool with which to
combat moral laxity and promote stronger devotion and devotional practices among all
Christians.76
Bernardino certainly believed that the devil and his demons were active forces in the
world, attempting to corrupt Christian society and lead it to perdition. Moreover, he may well
have feared that such dark forces were gaining strength in his own corrupted time. In another of
his sermons delivered in Siena in 1427, he declared explicitly that demons had never been more
potent at any point in Christian history than at present.77 Admittedly, such hyperbole made for
dramatic and effective sermonizing, and similar indictments of the woeful present state of things
can be found in almost any age. They figure prominently, however, in the rhetoric of latemedieval critics of superstition.78 Putting a particularly Italian spin on his message of societal
reform, Bernardino frequently warned against the political factionalism that he felt was
degrading the communal good in Siena and other cities, just as tolerance of superstition and
sorcery was degrading the moral quality of citizens, and he blamed this factionalism on demons
as well.79 His despair over the current state of Christendom could border on the apocalyptic. In
1423, for example, he had delivered a sermon in Padua in which he depicted Satan as the secret
impetus behind all the recent crises faced by Western Europe, including the papal schism and the
ongoing war between the English and the French. Sin and moral degradation were rampant, and
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such signs all pointed to the looming Endtime.80 In 1427, too, he had briefly warned the Sienese
that pride, lust, and avarice had brought down upon Europe the punishments of war, pestilence,
and famine.81 Clearly, however, he did not accept that the struggle had been irrevocably lost. As
a reformer, he believed that individual souls and perhaps all of Christian society could still be
saved. People needed, however, to be warned against demonic corruption in the harshest terms
possible. To that end, horrific accounts of witchcraft served the reformer’s purposes.

The Struggle Against Demons: Johannes Nider

The Dominican theologian Johannes Nider developed more systematically the same
points about sorcery, superstition, and witchcraft that Bernardino presented emphatically in his
sermons. Born in the Swabian town of Isny, Nider entered the observant branch of the Order of
Preachers at Colmar in 1402. Educated in Cologne and Vienna, he served as prior of reformed
houses in Nuremberg and then Basel before returning to Vienna as a member of the university’s
theological faculty in 1434.82 He wrote all his major works on religious reform as well as on
superstition and witchcraft in the 1430s. Like Bernardino, he used accounts of witchcraft to
highlight the maleficent activity of demons in the world and to stress the need for personal
reform among all Christians. Moreover, his writings afford particular insight into how a general
conviction that demons operated as agents of corruption in the wider world intertwined with a
commitment to promoting strict observance within religious orders.
According to Nider, while demons sought to degrade and deform all of Christian society,
they were the particular enemies of observant religion. In his treatise On the Reformation of the
Cenobitic Estate (De reformatione status cenobitici), likely written in 1431 or early 1432, he
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stated explicitly that demons tempting religious clergy and leading them astray were the main
cause of the current, notable decline within the religious orders.83 A few years later he returned
to this theme when he presented several graphic tales of demonic opposition to religious reform
in his great moralizing treatise the Anthill, which also contained his most influential descriptions
of witchcraft. In the Dominican priory in Nuremberg, he recounted in one example, a demon had
viciously afflicted a young novice, seeking to prevent him from taking up the observant life.84
Likewise a demon had run riot through a reformed house in the Dominican province of France,
breaking windows, smashing jars of wine, and ringing the chapel bells all night long in order to
disrupt the devotion and discipline of the friars. Here too, the wicked spirit focused special
attention on a novice, tormenting the boy in various ways and finally threatening to kill him if he
did not abandon his plan to enter the observant order. When the boy refused, the demon
possessed him, and ultimately the youth was only freed through the miraculous intervention of
Saint Dominic himself.85
Nider claimed direct experience of yet another instance of demonic opposition to reform.
When he worked, along with the Dominican master general Barthélemy Texier, to impose strict
observance on the women’s convent of St. Catherine’s in Nuremberg, demons again mounted
strong resistance, but here their efforts backfired. Many of the sisters at St. Catherine’s were
none too eager for reform, Nider acknowledged. Satan, however, must either have been unaware
of this, or he wanted to ensure the strongest possible resistance to reform, so he dispatched a
demon to haunt the convent, making strange noises and otherwise terrifying the sisters until they
turned to Nider for help. At first he did not believe them, thinking that they were merely hearing
things, or perhaps that the convent was infested with particularly noisy mice, but eventually their
palpable fear convinced him of the reality of a powerful demonic presence. Ultimately, however,
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“the devil lost more by this game than he won,” because the sisters eventually became so
terrified of this invisible menace that they fully embraced reform, repenting their sinful ways and
converting whole-heartedly to the “new life” of the observance.86
The call to conversion, to turn from corrupted ways and embrace a stricter piety, was the
essence of reform. This call obviously resonated within religious orders, but, as we have already
seen with Bernardino, it also motivated efforts to reform the laity as well. In terms of reformers’
opposition to sorcery and superstition, it became a call for all Christians to reject illicit rites and
practices, even purportedly beneficial ones, and trust instead in God’s mercy. Jean Gerson had
expressed this idea succinctly in his tract On Errors Concerning the Magic Art when he wrote
that divine mercy would be found “not in superstitious observances but in pious supplications,
not in demonic invocations but in the emendation of life.”87 As Nider would have learned from
his experience in Nuremberg (at least as he later described it), exposure to demonic terrors could
be a powerful inducement for people to amend their lives. Like Bernardino, therefore, he was
among the earliest churchmen to deploy tales of the demonic horrors of witchcraft in order to
motivate laypeople to reject superstition and embrace what he regarded as proper forms of
religiosity and deeply rooted faith.
Although the Anthill presents several lurid descriptions of witches’ sabbaths, Nider
expressed the connection he saw between the threat of witchcraft and moral reform most directly
in a relatively non-graphic account. A captured male witch confessed that he had a grudge
against one of his neighbors, whom he sought to afflict by means of harmful magic (maleficium).
To do so, the witch called upon a demon whom he termed the “little master” (magisterulus).
Nider had already established that this was what witches called the demon who presided over the
detestable rites that they performed at their conventicles (cannibalism, sexual orgies, desecration
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of the eucharist, and so forth), so those horrific elements of witchcraft hovered in the background
of this account. The message Nider sought to convey here, however, was quite straightforward,
almost mundane in its practicality. The witch sought to harm his neighbor, but found that he
could not. When he asked the little master why this was so, the demon responded that it was
virtually powerless in this case because the other man had strong faith and diligently protected
himself with the sign of the cross.88 The point of the story could not be more direct: amend your
life, remain faithful, perform simple devotions diligently, and you will have nothing to fear from
demons or witches. The selfsame message that applied within observant cloisters resonated in the
wider world as well.
When we pull back from Nider’s specific accounts of witchcraft, we find that the overall
context in which he presented them was mainly one of societal reform. His treatise the Anthill, in
which discussion of witches forms the basis of the entire fifth book, was a work intended to
promote personal moral reform broadly within Christendom.89 Composed as a dialogue between
a theologian (who is Nider) and a lazy pupil who seeks instruction on spiritual matters mainly
through edifying stories, the treatise is best understood as a collection of exempla that could be
used in sermons. Although he wrote in Latin, Nider clearly intended the messages contained in
the Anthill to reach a wide audience. Like Bernardino, he was less concerned with witches per se
than with how ordinary Christians responded to the widely accepted threat of harmful sorcery.
Above all, he admonished, one should never turn to further witchcraft or to superstitious
remedies of any sort when one believed oneself to have been bewitched. Good Christians should
suffer even to the point of death rather than imperil their souls through any involvement,
however inadvertent, in such nefarious practices.90
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Not that the faithful had to bear the assaults of witches with stoic passivity. The church
offered a variety of methods by which they could protect themselves and their households from
witches and demons, or counteract any evil spells that had been cast against them. They could
guard themselves with the sign of the cross, or bless themselves or their homes with holy water.
They could also pray, go to confession, attend Mass regularly, visit the shrines of local saints, or
simply ruminate devoutly on the passion of Christ. All these rites and practices would help
protect against or serve to undo the demonic power of witches. What mattered, however, was not
so much the actions themselves as the strong faith that undergirded them and that they in turn
helped to promote.91 These proper “observances” and enactments of faith were the mechanisms
by which reformers within the late medieval church sought to move people to greater piety and
to the emendation of their otherwise sinful lives. Again we can see how fear of maleficent
sorcery and particularly revulsion at the ghastly horrors of diabolical witchcraft – once people
began to accept the reality of that newly propounded stereotype – could serve as powerful
weapons in a reformer’s rhetorical arsenal. We can also see how a reformer might identify a
single demonic enemy both spreading corruption within Christian society generally and also
working particularly to subvert observant religious reform within the church.

Conclusion: Varieties of Reform

As noted at the outset of this chapter, calls for reform and spiritual renewal can seem
ubiquitous in late medieval Europe, evident within religious orders, within the church more
generally, and within secular society as well.92 So prevalent do they appear, in fact, that John
Van Engen has rightly cautioned against the temptation to “reduce everything to ‘reform’” when
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studying this period, for that might blur important differences or misconstrue unrelated
developments.93 Certainly churchmen who engaged in some variety of religious reform were not
the only individuals in the late medieval period to express concern about the power of the devil
or his demonic minions in the world. They were not the only ones to condemn sorcery or to help
propagate the dark and terrible stereotype of diabolical witchcraft that took shape in these years.
There were of course critics of sorcery and superstition who were not reformers in any other
sense, just as there were many important ecclesiastical leaders working for reform within the
church who did not address sorcery and superstition in any way. But in certain cases there was
undoubtedly a powerful interaction between these areas of concern. The challenge for scholars is
to remain alert to the specificities (and also the vagaries) of how that interaction played out.
In this essay I have suggested how reformist concerns might overlap with opposition to
sorcery and superstition by surveying some of the churchmen who were engaged in reforming
religious orders or promoting more general reform among the clergy or the ecclesiastical
hierarchy, and who also commented on and in most cases severely castigated what they
perceived to be dangerous superstitious practices in Christian society. In the particular cases of
Bernardino of Siena and Johannes Nider, I have shown how these different areas of concern not
only overlapped but in fact influenced and reinforced one another. For these men, at least, they
were not really separate concerns at all but different aspects of a single reforming agenda.
Lessons learned in the course of promoting religious observance within the orders could suggest
strategies for reinforcing devotional observances and instigating spiritual renewal among the
laity. Certainly a profound anxiety about diabolical corruption and the active malevolence of
demons in the world existed within and in many ways motivated both varieties of reform.
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That connections between varieties of reform, and so between reform and the fierce
condemnation of superstition, sorcery, and witchcraft, were contingent rather than categorical,
and that even when clearly present such connections were never explicitly articulated in any
sources uncovered so far only means that scholars must approach them with appropriate care and
nuance. Their ramifications, however, are not to be ignored. Multifaceted impulses for reform
and equally complex and variegated concerns over sorcery and superstition powerfully shaped
the religious climate of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Europe, and these dynamics grew even
stronger in subsequent centuries. There is no denying that Europe’s greatest age of religious
reform corresponded almost exactly to the age of its worst witch hunts. Precisely how reformist
concerns may have fed the anxieties of witch-hunting, however, remains far from clear. Only
careful attention to the many varieties of reform that operated in these centuries can begin to
answer such questions.
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